Abstract. This work contributes to demonstrate what perceptual benefits can be expected by adding some processing capabilities to the network nodes for the class of interactive audio streaming applications. In particular, we propose a new voice stream multi-flow block interleaver and we show that it provides an intelligibility performance very close to the reference end-to-end interleaver, even under conditions where the end-to-end interleaving is unfeasible.
Introduction
It is well established that in streaming voice applications packet losses are more harmful as they are consecutive, since the subjective quality degradation increases as the burst length increases [1] . Based on this fact, to improve the VoIP perceived quality some procedures should be considered to combat the unwished bursty-error-prone nature of the Internet. To this end, by using active technology, we aim to scatter the pattern of losses without increasing both the bandwidth consumption and, ideally, the end-to-end delay as well.
Traditionally, error control techniques operate end-to-end [2] . However, with the advent of the Active Networks technology [3] new promising router functionalities can be envisaged.
In this work, we evaluate our active procedure in terms of intelligibility, and we experimentally show that the quality of the received audio stream increases by using active routers. More precisely, we take up again the packet interleaving problem but now we use the processing capabilities of the network elements. Since intermediate network nodes can use different multimedia flows [4] , we propose an interleaver algorithm that take advantage of it [5] . For comparison purposes, we simulate a reference single flow end-to-end interleaver and, we experimentally demonstrate that, under some circumstances, our algorithm outperforms the reference system in terms of intelligibility with light impact in the end-to-end packet delay.
Basic and Multi-flow Block Interleavers Algorithms
Given a input packet sequence, denoted by {a i }, and the output sequence, denoted by {b i } the interleaver defines a permutation π : Z Z → Z Z such that a i = b π(i) . An interleaver is said to be periodic if it verifies that π(i+e) = π(i)+e, being e its period. An interleaver has a spread s, if any two input symbols in an interval of length s are separated by distance of at least s at the output.
In interactive VoIP applications, the end-to-end delay must be bounded. Thus, for getting the minimum delay packet reallocation, given a spread s, the basic block interleaver algorithm [6] (hereafter referred to as Type I (s)) is:
1. Arrange the symbols associated to the input packets in a (s × s) matrix in rows, from left to right and from top to bottom. 2. Read the matrix by columns from bottom to top and from left to right, and accordingly send the packets.
In this case, D max , defined as the maximum number of symbols (in the worst case) that any packet will wait at the interleaver, will be equal to D max = s·(s−1). Note that for a periodic VoIP flow, given the imposed end-to-end delay constraint, Type I (s) interleaver will be limited to s such as s·(s−1)·t f < d max , where t f is the inter-packet period, and d max is the maximum end-to-end delay that any packet can tolerate. For example, for typical values of d max = 300 ms and t f = 20 ms, it can not be assured that bursts length longer than 4 packets will be scattered. However, if the router jointly interleaves n f > 1 different flows, a reduction in the interleaver packet delay can be potentially achieved.
In this work, we will assume that all the flows have the same period t f . To fill the interleaver matrices, each flow will maintain the relative order with respect to the others. In addition, for a given flow each row will be written from left to right according to the packet sequence number.
Let (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n f ) be the n f available audio flows, and let s be the maximum expected burst length. To simplify, let us additionally define R i j , with i = {1, . . . , n f } and {j = 1, . . . , n m }, as the number of consecutive rows that the flow f i will be assigned for filling the interleaver matrix j, being n m the number of matrices. Depending on n f and s, we will consider two different cases.
1. Whenever n f ≥ s, the interleaver will be based on just one (n f × 1) matrix (n m = 1), in which R i 1 = 1, ∀i = {1, . . . , n f }. For this case, the interleaver output will be given by . . ., f
. ., where the subscripts i, j, . . ., k denote the sequence number for flows f 1 , f 2 , . . ., f n f . We refer to this interleaver as Type II (n f ). 2. If n f < s, we will refer to this interleaver as Type II (n f , s). Under this condition, two different cases will be considered.
That is, only one interleaver (s × s) matrix will be used;
-Otherwise, n m = n f square (s × s) matrices will be required. Going ahead, if we denote rem(x, y) as the remainder of the integer division x/y, the writing matrices algorithm will be as follows:
-If applicable, for the next j = {2, . . . , n f } additional matrices, and for
As it can be checked, any burst of length less or equal to s will be scattered at the de-interleaver output. In this case, if we define r = rem(s, n f ) and d = (s−r)/n f , D max , the maximum delay will obey the following expressions
For a given s, the lower maximum delay that we can obtain is achieved when n f = (s − 1), and when s/n f = 2 and r = 0. This delay corresponds to D max = s. Therefore, the maximum tolerated s, given a flow with a maximum per packet time to live d max and a period of t f must satisfy that s < dmax t f
. For the provided numerical example, in which t f = 20 ms and d max = 300 ms, it yields that s < 15, what is significantly less demanding compared to the upper bound of s < 5 for the Type I (s) end-to-end interleaver. The period of the proposed Type II (n f , s) interleaver is equal to
, if s ≡ 0 (mod n f ), and s 2 in the other case.
Quality and Intelligibility Evaluation
To evaluate our VoIP interleavers we plan to use a high level criterion. In noise free conditions, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) rate is highly correlated to human intelligibility [7] . Based on that, we propose to use this score as the performance measure. We feel that this methodology should be definitively considered to evaluate any VoIP service enhancement. Compared to MOS subjective tests, ASR has lower cost and is more reproducible. In addition, in terms of the intelligibility perceived by the user, ASR rate can be more suitable than other quality measures like PESQ (ITU-T recommendation P.862) or the E-model [8] .
Speech recognizer's performance is measured in terms of the Word Error-Rate (WER), defined by:
where n s is the number of substituted words, n i is the number of spurious words inserted, n d is the number of deleted words and, n t is the overall number of words. Prior to the count of substitution, deletion and insertion errors, dynamic programming is used to align the recognized sentence with its correct transcription.
Experimental Results
Experimental results are provided by means of simulation. A simple scenario is set. n f periodic flows arrive into the active router with period equal to t f = 20 ms. For the Type I (s) case, just one flow (n f = 1) is considered. Ideally, we assume no switching or any other routing delay. We adopt a single error model. It is based on a Markov chain trained with collected traces described in [9] . The bursts length CDF of the trace obtained from the trained model is shown in Fig. 1 . The overall probability of loss is 8.2%. In the same figure, as an illustrative example (n f = 5 and s = 10), we plot the bursts length CDFs obtained by using the simulated interleavers. Note that T ypeI (10) is not practically applicable, T ypeII(5) although does not introduce extra delay, it has less scattering capabilities and, finally, T ypeII(5, 10) exhibits a balance between the introduced delay and the loss isolation capacity.
To enhance the quality of the received flow, before ASR evaluation, whenever a loss packet is detected, the previous received packet will be artificially repeated. For ASR evaluation we use the connected digit Project Aurora 2 database [10] . After transmission, in order to reduce its inherent variability the speech signal is processed. A feature extractor segments the received speech signal in overlapped frames of 25 ms every 10 ms. Each speech frame is represented by a feature vector containing 13 Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients and the log-Energy. Finally, the feature vectors are extended with their first and second derivatives.
The speech recognizer is based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM). We use eleven 16-state continuous HMM word models, (plus silence and pause, that have gaussians per state). The HMM models are trained from a set of 8440 noise-free sentences, while the out-of-train-test set comprises 4004 noise-free sentences.
In Table 1 , WER and D max values are summarized for T ypeI(s), T ypeII(n f ) and T ypeII(n f , s) interleavers with different n f and s. For a given n f , the s value was chosen such as D max , expressed in seconds, would be lower than 0.300 for T ypeII(n f , s) interleaver. Note that for T ypeII(n f ), D max is not shown because its theoretic delay is equal to 0.
It can be observed that WER performance for T ypeII(n f ) interleaver strongly depends on n f . For n f = 2, T ypeII(n f , s) can reduce the T ypeII(n f ) WER without breaking the end-to-end constraint. However, as more n f will be available, the WER difference is less noticeable. Note that although T ypeI(s) outperforms both T ypeII interleavers it can be only used for s < 5, given the VoIP end-to-end delay constraint. Table 1 . WER (%) and Dmax in seconds for the three simulated interleavers. Additionally, note that the T ypeII(4, 8) maximum delay (160 ms) is lower than the T ypeII(3, 7) delay (280 ms), although the s value is greater. This is due to the peculiarity of the interleaver, which results in non linear delay dependence with the number of flows and the burst length considered.
Summing up, both the Type II interleavers diminish the packet interleaving delay. Although Type II (n f ) is designed to work properly when n f ≥ s, it can be suited when n f ≈ s, without introducing any additional delay. Compared to Type II (n f ), the Type II (n f , s) interleaver improves the VoIP intelligibility. It scatters a high percentage of losses patterns, and reduces the maximum length of the bursts at the de-interleaver output. Furthermore, although T ypeII(n f , s) introduces some additional delay, it can be used under conditions that T ypeII(n f ) does not tolerate (long burst length and low number of different flows).
On a separate note, given the processing capabilities of the active router, it could be always possible to select which interleaver algorithm to use (T ypeII(n f ) or T ypeII(n f , s)). In this case, the network dynamics and the number of available flows should be taken into account. As a rule of thumb, we would suggest the consideration of the T ypeII(n f ) interleaver instead of T ypeII(n f , s) whenever n f ≈ s.
In this paper the block interleaving problem for audio applications is revisited. To increase the final audio quality we aim to scatter long bursts of packet losses. We propose a new VoIP interleaver algorithm which not only diminish the per packet delay, but also allows its use under conditions where end-to-end approaches are unfeasible. Our algorithm interleaves packets from different flows. To work properly, the interleaver must be placed in a common node before the path where losses are expected to occur. We show that the resulting speech intelligibility is maximized, especially when the number of available flows is small.
In this work, because of its reproducibility and low cost, we have considered automatic speech recognition in order to assess the intelligibility improvements of the proposed VoIP active service. This procedure can be extended to evaluate any other VoIP enhancement. As future work, to establish a mapping function for human to machine recognition rate remains. Similarly, the mapping functions between recognition rate and MOS score should be studied as well. By using these mapping functions, enhanced VoIP active services can be envisaged.
